This paper is the analytical overview of the series of the International conferences on big data, which are being organized annually by the Academy of Science and Engineering (ASE) in the USA at Stanford, Cambridge, Harvard, and other famous universities [1]. The conference proceedings are published with open Internet access in the ASE scientific digital library [2] while the paper abstracts are indexed in the world leading citation database Scopus [3]. This article briefly describes the most interesting, to authors’ opinion, papers and poster presentations having innovative ideas in big data computing area.
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What is Big Data?

IT world is a dynamic and data intensive area, moving towards big data and increasing Internet network traffic. Big data is now a growing challenge for many IT companies, especially based on cloud computing services [4–9].

There is still no consensus on how to specify the data volume and define the term “Big Data” — terabytes or petabytes or exabytes or zettabytes [9]. Every IT organization refers to its own data growth to such a big volume and complex infrastructure, which is hard for transferring, storing, processing, analysis and visualization within existing computing architecture. The customer demands are increasing along with development of new IT devices and services, including mobile devices, cloud-based applications, social media and networking, audio and video conferencing, etc., showing accelerated growth over the past 5 years (Fig. 1).

In 2014, the big data problems were focused on ASE conferences 3 times at different places – Stanford University, CA, USA, May 27-31; Tsinghua University, China, August 4-7; and Harvard University, MA, USA, December 13-16. Each conference is a big international forum, having average paper acceptance rate of 8.5 %, bringing together industry companies, academic scientists and other IT specialists from all over the world to share their experience and exchange the advanced results in big data computing.

All the conference sessions and topics of interest in big data are divided into the following independent parts [11–13]:

1. Big Data Science and Engineering;
2. Economic Computing;
3. Social and Biomedical Informatics;
4. Cyber Security;
In addition to industry speeches, the poster presentations, workshops, exhibitions and other initiatives are organized by ASE that allow attracting much more participants with or without a thesis published in conference proceedings. The most relevant presentations, innovative ideas and hot topics of big data computing are briefly described below.

**Big Data Storing and Performance Testing**

Most of enterprise-scale environments are now cloud-based and distributed across datacenters. In a big cloud infrastructure, the performance of data storage is the main bottleneck due to big data flow between multiple remote hosts, especially database (DB) servers. Traditional object-relational approach to data structure developed in early 1980th by Michael Stonebraker [4] is no longer effective for storing big data due to a lot of DB rules, dependencies and constraints. In solving performance, capacity, scalability and other big data challenges, new noSQL solutions, such as Cassandra, MongoDB, HBase, Hadoop, CouchDB, GraphDB, Redis, etc., offer the following benefits over traditional relational DBs:

1. Higher performance of noSQL DB that is important for web applications.
2. Flexible modification of unstructured data on the fly without downtime.
3. Better scalability of noSQL DB due to multi-node architecture.
4. Replication and automatic sharing between primary and secondary nodes.
5. Failure tolerance for a single node degradation, outage or data loss.
6. Most of noSQL DBs are open source and free to install.

Failure tolerance is the key idea of noSQL solutions, meaning that the entire production system will not fail in case a single node is down due to automatic replication and physical sharing between DB nodes, thus increasing overall system performance. On the other hand, the architecture of noSQL DB is application specific and DB tools for benchmarking and analysis are not yet well developed.

The focus of performance analysis is testing the stability of both DB and application against specific workload. Below is the list of products of leading IT companies, which are the most popular in noSQL testing.

1. Yahoo Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) [14]. YCSB is the universal cloud service client for performance benchmarking on the noSQL DBs, supporting Cassandra, Mongo, Redis, etc. Reads, writes and updates can be tested against a sample DB to evaluate the performance of various solutions under specified workload. YCSB can run with an arbitrary number of query threads and multiple hosts in parallel, measuring the throughput in operations per second (IOPS) and the latency of DB operations.

2. SandStorm from Impetus Technologies [15]. SandStorm is the automated tool, providing a load testing and monitoring resources of Cassandra, Mongo and Kafka stack. Real world scenarios can be created to simulate various network conditions and evaluate the performance and scalability of entire applications, including web, mobile, cloud and big data, for the purpose of reducing the cost of cloud environment.

3. Cassandra and Python Stress Tests [16, 17]. The popular py_stress code written in Python and the Java-based utility are used to carry out the stress tests specifically against Cassandra cluster.

4. JMeter Cassandra Plugin by Netflix [18]. JMeter plugin is the fully configurable client of Cassandra provided by Netflix Company to execute different loads on Cassandra clusters.
The performance of specific noSQL DBs like Hadoop, HBase in a distributed infrastructure is evaluated in papers [19, 20]. Obviously, replication of big data causes a latency lag depending on replica set. To reach higher write performance, the DB transaction is committed right after the data is written to a primary node without waiting for secondary replicas. For better read performance, the DB requests are routed to different nodes in parallel. With this read-write solution, the overall system throughput should scale linearly upon adding new secondary nodes as shown in Fig. 2, or otherwise there is a bottleneck somewhere in network traffic.

More valuable conclusions and results of performance testing are presented in [21, 22], when comparing Cassandra with MongoDB (Fig. 3). At the left graph, the correlation with disk usage is observed. The more disk free space the higher throughput. At the right graph, the dependence on the amount of documents returning from a single query is found. DB query rate is acceptable as long as the returning data fits in memory without access to disk, while the performance of heavy queries can degrade dramatically to zero. The solution is to increase DB cache, or install more memory, or re-implement potentially heavy DB queries.

The results of big data performance testing specifically for Zabbix monitoring system are presented in [7, 9]. Fig. 4 shows that Zabbix DB server is much more intensive in write rather than read operations. That is reasonable
because in the monitoring system the bigger data traffic is sent from multiple hosts to central DB with specified polling time interval, while read from DB is issued for analysis and troubleshooting purposes not so often. Thus, when the monitoring system comes to scalability, Cassandra is more applicable and will scale up better in terms of write performance, while MongoDB is better designed for read intensive traffic.

**Big Software Deployments in Big Cloud Environments**

This hot topic for big IT companies is addressed by the authors of this paper [23] in their poster presentation to the 2nd ASE International Conference on Big Data Science and Computing. Automatic Deployment System (ADS) is designed and implemented at RingCentral Internet Telecommunication Company for the purpose of automation and improving the time-consuming process of frequently repeatable building over 10K virtual machines (VMs) in big data centers.

ADS architecture is based on Puppet, Foreman, Opscode software and RingCentral in-house applications. Puppet [24] is IT product that helps system administrators proactively manage the entire infrastructure throughout the whole lifecycle (Fig. 5), automating repetitive deployment tasks, scaling from 10s to 1000s of VMs, both on-premise and in
the cloud. Foreman server [26] is the core of ADS architecture, also providing web user application. All of the Puppet manifests, VM images and snapshots are created and stored in the ADS central DB repository for future VM updates and possible rollbacks. Opscode Chef [27] is automation solution that transforms IT infrastructure into the Ruby code, describing in terms of cookbooks and recipes the ingredients and step-by-step instructions for assembling them together into running system. Chef definitions are also chosen by leading IT companies like Facebook and Amazon.

Big data scalability leads to proportional increase of software deployment amount and IT maintenance expenses. With ADS, the duration of a single VM deployment and customization is reduced from hours to minutes depending on the VM image size (Fig. 6). ADS performance now allows building up to 6 big data locations, each having about 150 VMs, within 4-hour IT maintenance period. The benefits of ADS are obvious – provide high availability and continuous delivery of IT services without
outage to business customers, improve the quality of service (QoS) along with excluding manual steps and human errors, save operations efforts and resources in big IT companies.

Big Data Flow and Data Intensive Applications

Information exchange among national economies, companies and people have reached previously unimagined levels and are playing an ever-larger role in modern digital age. Being unconnected to the global Internet network means stay behind the high technologies. According to recent researches and analytical reports of McKinsey Global Institute (MGI) [28], the countries with global network communications and big data flows increase their Gross Domestic Product (GDP) up to 40 % faster than unconnected countries do. Germany, Hong Kong and USA are in the top of MGI Connectedness Index while some developing economies, such as Brazil, India, Saudi Arabia, are climbing up the ranks rapidly due to expanding their products and services into global flows.

Mobile Internet and cloud computing services, which became very popular and therefore data intensive, are in the top 12 list of high technologies that had radically changed IT world. Global online data traffic across borders grew 8 times since 2012, including 40 % increase of Skype international communications. Internet telephony, health care, retail, financial services, online education, transportation and navigation, production monitoring, social media and networking are the leading sectors of big data application.

Big data stream is often caused by high workload, and vice versa. Keynote speech about massive online data flow is provided by Dr. Kalyan Veeramachaneni from Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), Cambridge, MA, USA [11]. Many universities including MIT offer online courses like [4], which are commonly known as Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs), for millions of students and postgraduates around the IT world. For a single MOOC, the traffic is around 200M click stream events, 10M assignment submissions and 90K forum posts [11]. On the way to solve the problem of high load and scalability, the custom platforms and tools are built at MIT, which allow MOOC instructors teach more effectively, see how the students study the topics, improve student’s engagement, and prevent possible web service outage.

Big data flow can be caused by network storm, denial of service (DoS) attack, email bomb, fax or SMS or media broadcast, and other undesirable user activity, which is often called flood. Cyber security questions related to big data are addressed in the keynote lectures from the University of Southern California [10]. To their opinion, current security implications are intensified by big data, especially on cloud-based platforms where a victim is exploited remotely. Cross domain solution (CDS) is proposed as a firewall, protecting network domain against data leakage and intrusion from the Internet.

One more keynote presentation of Dr. Amr Awadallah, CTO and founder of Cloudera Inc., leading company in big data management, refers to Apache Hadoop as noSQL solution, supporting 700+ hardware and software systems, 15K+ trained big data specialists since 2008 [10]. Hadoop uses prescriptive relational DB schema for write and descriptive data modeling for read. New columns are added explicitly to DB table before it is populated with new data. Read data flow may start on the fly and will appear retroactively once DB schema properly describes it. That gives the benefits of high performance, providing together a data storing and real time access for reporting and analysis, auto-scaling with proven growth to 1PB of data per 1K nodes, without requiring developers to redesign data warehouse architecture and algorithms in data intensive applications.

The future of data intensive applications in common and Hadoop framework in particular is outlined by Dr. Milind Bhandarkar, the founding team member at yahoo!, contributing and working with Hadoop since the earliest version 0.1 [29].

Big Data Analytics and Tools

A promising technique for big data analytics is online learning. Massive Online Analysis (MOA) is the popular open source framework for data stream mining with an actively growing community [30]. It uses different verification tools and machine learning algorithms, such as classification, regression, clustering, outlier and
concept drift detection, and more demanding issues.

Zabbix [7, 9] can also be used for data analysis, not only as monitoring system, by means of SQL language or specially designed graphs and dashboards in Zabbix application. Zabbix is the open source enterprise-class solution and all the monitoring data is stored in a centralized DB. One more benefit is that all the data is separated into real time (from one week to a month) and the history, which can be stored in separate DBs of different type, either relational or noSQL. Historical data is represented in trends as max, min and average values, allowing significantly reduce DB volume. The key disadvantage of Zabbix architecture is data delay up to 6 min between the local host time and the moment of data availability in Zabbix DB, depending on the proxy servers’ amount and performance (Fig. 7).

The disadvantage of proxy data delay is resolved in Sumo Logic [31], where the data is transferred directly to the cloud storage and is available for analysis immediately in real time. Sumo Logic is specially designed for and is efficient as log analyzer having predefined dashboards and its own query language like SQL with regular expressions. In a big cloud distributed environment, system and application logs are also big data, producing terabytes of daily rate and slowing down the performance of production applications when parsing the logs locally. The main disadvantage of Sumo Logic, to opinion of the most IT players [5], is that it’s rather expensive solution for small and even big companies like Netflix [18]. Regular payment depends on the volume of data retention on the external storage of the 3rd party vendor. Other limitations are 500 lines per data collector and 15K events per second as maximum. One more weak point of any cloud in opposite to in-house solution is cyber security of collected logs data, which may contain sensitive information, such as user accounts and passwords.

In big data analytics, a crucial part is visualization. With millions of statistical data values, typical graphics become cluttered, hard to read and analyze. Reducing and subsampling the data for better visibility is not good workaround. At North Carolina State University [32], new methods of statistical modeling and scalable interactive representation of a big data network using (un)directed (un)weighted graphs are proposed. Good visualization helps the analysts explore valuable information about data distribution, clustering, trends, scalability, performance, and other big data properties.

Using novel methodology of crowdsourcing (versus well-known outsourcing and insourcing) for big data analytics and management is presented by the laboratory of Stanford University [33]. Traditional entity resolution (ER) algorithm in relational databases is challenging for huge data sets because of many to many checks like “what matches what”, consuming time and computing resources. To evaluate efficiently and reduce expenses, the crowd ER strategy allows obtaining information for a particular project by enlisting the services of a lot of people, either paid or unpaid, typically via the Internet (Fig. 8). The idea is to cut the input data set and verify only critical pairwise similarities close to a specified threshold. The key point of crowdsourcing is to use humans
judiciously, generate questions and consider all possible combinations.

In [34], the crowdsourcing technique is investigated in depth, further enhanced using the power of social networks and is applied to create a self-sustainable crowd-engagement chain for big data harvesting and better decision making.

The Future of Big Data

There are five key dimensions of big data, so-called 5V’s:

1. Volume of big data stored in the IT world tends to grow rapidly, according to IDC analysis and forecast [10], from 8 million PB in 2015 to 40 ZB in 2020 that is over 5 TB per person.

2. Velocity of big data streaming in real time will also accelerate upon network bandwidth extension and people’s demand. For example, sharing new data at Facebook is over 2.5 billion posts per day that is 500 TB daily rate.

3. Variety of big data implementations, including text, image, audio and video processing, moves from traditional structured databases towards semi-structured and unstructured organization that is of higher performance, better scalable and flexible for future updates.

4. Veracity, consistency and integrity of big data will strongly depend on failure tolerance idea based on multi-node architecture, distributed parallel computing, replication and sharing between nodes.

5. Value of global data exchange is hard to overestimate and, in recent MGI analytical reports [28], is predicted as a benefit of up to 40% growth to national GDP, especially for developing economies.

According to Cisco and other research reports [35], big data and cloud computing technologies are now being extended to the fog computing paradigm, meaning that IT services are hosted at the network edge close to end user location, spanning multiple domains and distributed over heterogeneous platforms. Even the geographical position of mobile smartphones and other wireless end devices are taken into account in real time analytics.

The goal is to reduce network traffic, facilitate service mobility across platforms, speed up data delivery to a client and improve QoS. In the Internet of Everything (IoE) applications, various computers, vehicles, mobile and other devices are interconnected around the Internet backbone. Fog networking supports densely distributed data collections, hence adding one more big data dimension to the 5V list.

A long-term strategy of big data programs and projects in various engineering areas is to escalate big data concerns to in-depth core scientific research, promote all-around IT resources available today and in the future. A good experience is comprehensive integration with different fields of inquiry, collaboration of multi-disciplinary teams and communities. That gives more opportunities and accelerates the progress of scientific discovery and development.

ASE International conferences continue to address a wide range of big data problems. Such conferences are connecting the scientists and industry practitioners from leading IT organizations, who are always focused on new
solutions to predict, analyze, improve and resolve big data challenges in practice.

The next International Conference on Big Data is scheduled to September 17, 2015, Xian, China [36]. We are looking forward for innovative ideas and good examples of successful implementation in big data and high performance computing.
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